
Personal Information:

Name of Player: 

Date of Birth: 

Aadhaar No.: 

Father's Name: 

Mother's Name: 

Parents' Occupation:

Mobile Number:

Address:

Player Details:

Player's Skills (Batting / Bowling / All-rounder / Wicketkeeping):

Previously Played:

Achievements:

Best Performance:

Favorite Player:

Goal / Aim of Life:

Hobby / Hobbies:

Any Allergy / Disease:

BCA Registration No. (if applicable):

Camp Details:

Admission for Camp / Regular / Coaching (choose one):

Logistic Required? (Yes / No):

Hostel Accommodation Required? (Yes / No):

Food Required? (Yes / No):

Cricket Attire Required? (Yes / No):

Batch Preference (Morning 07:30-09:30 / Evening 04:30 to 06:30):

Fees : 
(Rs. 20,000 with accommodation + food + 
transport) 
Rs. 8,000 (Without food/travel/stay) 
Google Pay Number: 9725669455

Payment Details: 
(Transaction ID)___________________
Please fill out all the required information 
accurately (sign and scan) and mail it to 
rohanfunde.sportsofc@itmbu.ac.in

Signature of Applicant

SUMMER CRICKET CAMP 
ADMISSION FORM



Terms & Conditions for Admission in Summer Cricket Camp:

1. Cricket is a gentleman's game, so behave like a gentleman at all times.

2. The spirit of the game is the key to sportsmanship, so everyone must follow sportsman spirit, even when things 
go against you. Anyhow, must respect the game of cricket.

3. Discipline must be followed by each and every person.

4. Smoking, alcohol, tobacco, etc., are strictly prohibited.

5. Players and parents must be punctual to our reporting time or schedule.

6. All electronic equipment or devices shall not be permitted during the session or camp except for authorized 
personnel.

7. Camp fee must be paid before admission; instalment facilities are not available.

8. In case a player is unable to attend the session or camp for any reason after admission, the fee shall not be 
refundable.

9. Players must carry their own cricket kit bag.

10. Parents will not be permitted to meet their child/children during practice/session/match.

11. Players must carry their ID card issued by our institute/academy.

12. Fill in all details of the player in the admission form.

13. Players or their parents must submit the medical report of the player or medical fitness report of "ITM 
Hospital.”

14. Our institute/academy will not be responsible for any health issues like on-field or off-field injuries during camp 
or anywhere, at any time.

15. Our purpose is developing player's skills; no one will be entitled to challenge our institute/academy regarding 
any point, anywhere.

16. Learning with fun is our motive, so parents are requested to keep their child/children in a relaxed mode. Please 
don't give them any pressure about performance. Just enjoy their performance.

17. Parents/players are permitted to meet the head coach regarding future planning or feedback.

18. Parents may stay or seat only in permitted areas; no one can enter the ground without permission from the 
sports officer.

19. In case of any emergency, players may leave that session provided it's only with the consent of the sports 
officer. A permission form must be filled out in case of need.

20. In case of anything regarding discipline violated by players or parents, it will not be tolerated and it must be a 
punishable offense. Players shall not take any part in remaining days of the camp and not in the future.
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